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DULUTH-Some day~ meteorologists hope to foresee weather patterns 

by using information gathered by such satellites as 1.i.£..9..~· A UMD 

physicist believes that some of this information c<',n be obtained without 

the expense and complexity of satellites, by using balloon flights to 

determine the earth 9 s loss o~ heat to space. 

Dr. John L. Gergen, an assistant professor of physics on the 

Duluth campus of the University of Minnesota, has received a $30,400 grant 

from the National Science Foundation for advanced study of the infrared 

radiation emission of the earth. It is the largest r esearch grant ever 

awarded to a UMD faculty member. 

tvinfrared radiation, 11 explained Dr. Gergen, 11 is the mechanism 

by which the earth gets rid of the energy it receives from the sun. If 

no such infrared emission occurred, the earth would continually warm up 

and life would be impossible. The emission is controlled largely by the 

atmosphere, however, and the radiation in turn probably has a lot to 

do with controlling atmospheric motions; that is, the weather. ·,; The 

research grant is for the study of these radiation processes in the 

atmosphere. 

Atmospheric infrared radiation is studied by using balloon 

flights. Each balloon trails an instrument called a -''black ball11 which 

measures the escaping infrared radiation and transrr~ts this information 

by radio to a ground station. 

Dr. Gergen plans to send his first balloon aloft within a year. 

First, he must install a ground tracking station to follow the ballon 

in flight. 
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Dr. Gergen first became more interested in the infrar ed radiation 

problem during the 195ovs while working in Minneapolis on the University9 s 

Balloon Project, under the direction of Dr. E. Pa Ney and Dr. J. R. Winckler. 

HWe needed an infrared detector to predict the behavior of large balloons, 11 

recalls Gergen, Hand the fir st radiation mea surements s'~iowed the connection 

with ~,_,-eather syst ems. 11 

The f i r st r adia+_j_on- r ecording balloo:.1 w:is sent up in 195 5. By 

May, 1959, the t echnique was suf ficiently perfect0d that 25 United States 

Weather Bureau stations across the country sent up i1black ball11 flights 

simultaneously for three nights. 

The result was a set of maps showing for the first time how 

energy moves from the earth through the atmospher e to space over the 

United States. And it wa s proved that clouds are the chief absorbers 

and re-radiators of infrared radiation. 

During the early radiation measurements , Dr. Gergen also obtained 

high-level radiation readings from stations all over the world. Of the 

400 r adiation soundings made to date, a number were made at Ta gua c, 

Guam~ Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico ; College, Aluska and McMurdo 

Sound, Antartica, as well as from Minneapolis. 

Although his ablack ball11 functions much like instruments on 

Tiros satellites, Gergen doesn9t see any danger of its becoming outmoded. 

17Balloons can supplement the information from Tiros, IV said 

Gergen. liTiros can look down on the atmospher e from above but a 

balloon is immersed in the atmosphere directly and can detect things 

that Tiros cannot. H 
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